HAPPINESS
ALL-INCLUSIVE

welcome
to the
DORFWEIL
HOLIDAY
RESORT
If you want to escape daily routine, have a family holiday, take part in a seminar or plan a family celebration, we can offer you the facilities to have a break, relax, refuel, regenerate.

Welcome to the Dorfweil holiday resort!

Rainer Chrupala
General manager of the Dorfweil holiday resort
Our Christian holiday complex is located in the Hochtaunus nature park in the panoramic area of Dorfweil, a small village in the Taunus hills, part of Schmitten, a climatic health resort. The beautiful location, in grounds of over 7.5 acres, is set in a wooded area and the favourable climate, together with a friendly atmosphere, offer an ideal setting for relaxation, recreation and reflection.
An extensive hiking trail network starts right in front of the house. The Hochtaunus nature park offers 1,240 km of hiking trails with numerous areas for barbecues and picnics.

Explore the natural and cultural landscape of the Hochtaunus with its impressive hills and valleys! There are many attractions and sights to be seen on your hiking route. For example, the world’s unique reconstructed Roman fort, the Saalburg, is located near to our holiday centre (UNESCO World heritage “Limes”), as well as the open-air museum Hessenpark that offers a journey of discovery through the pre-industrial world of work and life in Hessen.

THERE IS PLENTY TO DISCOVER IN OUR 2000-YEAR OLD CULTURAL LANDSCAPE!
Our house and its grounds
The Dorfweil holiday resort

The house has single, double, multi-bed rooms and apartments. We have created a meeting-place for everybody in the courtyard with seating areas and access to the "Taunusstube", the holiday site’s common room with recreational games and a cosy bar – THE IDEAL PLACE FOR SPENDING TIME TOGETHER.
Dining
with a panoramic view

A sumptuous, varied breakfast buffet awaits you in the morning with a wonderful panoramic view from the dining hall.

Here lunch and dinner are also served.

An ocean of green countryside greets you at the Dorfweil holiday site – LUSCIOUS TREES, MEADOWS AND FORESTS.

The holiday resort has, for the most part, disability access.
Take a deep breath
TAKE A DEEP BREATH! This is the first thing you will do after arriving at the holiday resort. There are plenty of places where you will be able to relax and rest – not only outside in the wonderful, green surroundings! For example, in addition to the heated indoor swimming pool with a separate pool area for children which also offers panoramic views over the Taunus, our accommodation has the added attraction of a newly renovated sauna area with a Finnish sauna and relaxation room.

WE OFFER several wellness courses such as aqua-aerobics, Nordic walking, dance classes and therapeutic dance. Massage and work-outs can be arranged by appointment.
Family holiday
time together with loved ones

A family holiday in the Taunus, a pleasure for young and old. Whether you explore the 2,000 year old cultural landscape around the holiday resort or enjoy a community game, we offer diverse recreational activities which make a child’s heart beat faster!

Does your child long to try some archery or listen to stories around the crackling camp fire? Or run barefoot across the field and play outside, possibly discovering the rope-climbing garden?

THIS IS WHERE YOU MAY COME AS A GROUP, AND THIS IS WHERE YOU’LL FIND FRIENDS!
Experiencing fellowship in groups

Whether you are here as a family, conference or seminar group, you will find suitable accommodation. We are happy to assist your team with individual or group coaching, supervision management and work on relationships. The Dorfweil holiday resort is a favourite place for school outings. The students are accommodated in groups in suitable apartments, and the teachers in charge in 2-4 bed apartments.
Conferences
in pleasant surroundings

We offer several well-equipped conference rooms:
DSL, FLIP-CHARTS, BEAMER,
PRESENTATION SCREENS,
OVERHEAD PROJECTOR, DVD-PLAYER,
VIDEO TECHNOLOGY, MIXER,
RADIO MICROPHONE

After having concentrated on the subject in hand, one can turn to the pleasanter and more relaxing leisure activities. In addition to in-house modules for group camps and a low-rope climbing garden we can arrange packages of adventure, exercise or group training with external advisors.
The Dorfweil holiday resort offers:

- **170 Beds**
- **19 Apartments**
  - Single/Double/4-Bed Room/Living-Room, Patio
- **24 Single/Double Rooms**
  - with balcony
- **5 Conference Rooms**
- **Community Rooms**
- **Indoor Games**
  - Billiards, table tennis, board games
- **Outdoor Games**
  - Volleyball, soccer, mini-golf course, playground with the big wooden ark
- **For the Most Part, Disability Access**
- **Taunusstube**
- **Panorama Dining-Hall**
- **Indoor Heated Pool**
  - Main pool and separate children's swimming area
- **Sauna**
  - Finnish sauna and relaxation area
- **Figures – Facts – Data**

The Dorfweil holiday resort offers:
Celebrations
We are happy to assist!

Are you planning a family celebration, a birthday party or some other occasion? HERE YOU ARE IN EXACTLY THE RIGHT PLACE!

We can help you when it comes to celebrating special events. We are ready and equipped to prepare this special time with you and to establish a fitting setting for your celebration.

Here you will not only find suitable premises, but also the required overnight accommodation for your guests. This means you can celebrate with your family and friends without having to worry where they can all stay.
Faith

A holiday resort based on Christian values

As Christians, we know what a positive influence our faith can have on our life.

For example, you might be looking for an opportunity to talk about and clarify a difficult situation in your life. Our team is there for you to lend a sympathetic ear, or personal pastoral care. You can exchange experiences and ask questions about the faith during the devotionals and talks. Prayer and devotionals will help you to find meaningful spirituality.

Everybody is welcome here – we understand this as our calling and duty as Christians. YOU ARE FREE TO JOIN IN WHEREEVER YOUR INTEREST LIES.
SO THAT YOUR MIND FEELS GOOD AND BALANCED IN A HEALTHY BODY WE OFFER PHYSICAL RECREATION. The spacious grounds invite you to indulge in a number of different activities. In addition to activities in our own grounds, there are varied hiking trails of differing lengths around the holiday resort. Our team will help with guided walks, adventure trails or with geocaching. The paths are wide enough for cyclists and mountain bikers. We also offer a Pedelec rental service (E-bikes) for more effortless cycling in the Taunus. In the vicinity you can also book canoe trips, guided horse-rides on Iceland horses and much more.
Guests can enjoy many sights and cultural highlights in the Hochtaunus area. Whether on the tracks of the Romans along the former "Limes" (Roman boundary), back in the era of castles and palaces, or in the pre-industrial age. Go on a discovery tour!

THERE ARE PLENTY OF ATTRACTIVE OUTINGS NEARBY FOR FAMILIES WITH YOUNG CHILDREN AND SCHOOL CLASSES.

Visit our website for ideas on how to plan your leisure time! www.fs-dorfweil.de
Learn more on our website: www.fs-dorfweil.de

Nature Park Hochtaunus

Evangelisch-Freikirchliches Erholungswerk e.V.
Auf der Mauer 5
D-61389 Schmitten (Germany)

phone: 06084 / 94 12 - 0
fax: 06084 / 94 12 - 22

info@fs-dorfweil.de
www.fs-dorfweil.de